
In a circular last modified 30 Sept. 2013…

Natural Money Is
Popular

Sovereignty

Don't Wear the Left-Right Strait Jacket
• Confucius say: “If language is not correct, then words are not
appropriate; and if words are not appropriate, then deeds are not
accomplished.” (Analects 13:3)

• Do  your  eyes  glaze  over  at  the  mention  of  economics?—
exploitive bankers and politicians like that.

• The (fiat-)gold standard is NOT a freedom standard!

• Stopping (price) inflation is NOT stopping the inflation drain!

Be Aware of the Natural Money Standard
• Natural money is money by freedom of choice, and fiat money
is money by government force.

• U.S. dollars are synthetic, abstract, and superfluous—except as
a snare on your money sovereignty and wealth.

• If a gold standard needs only gold, why force a merchant to not
take silver, platinum, or whatever free persons might choose?

• The only legal  tender  law should be  that  government  cannot
decree legal tender!

✗ Let government simply enforce exchange honesty and freedom!
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Elite Economics Is Slavery or Worse
• Economics is essentially the study of exchange rates, and that
simple truth has been obfuscated to keep you docile.

• Price  inflation  only  happens  when  the  total  wealth  and
livelihoods of the productive (middle) class are being liquidated.

• Enslavement  is  knowingly  working  for  others  by  external
coercion, and domestication is unknowingly working for others
by internal constitution.

✗ Bankers and bureaucrats have an infinite line of credit on you!

✗ Who worthy of freedom will not observe his economic chains?!

Make a Difference
A throng of wise slaves are soon free. Our social techniques must
keep up with our material techniques for us to manage and deserve
civilized freedom. Yes, there is a personal responsibility, and it starts
with responsibility of the mind.

Connect with me using id ‘realitydoug’ on twitter or at gmail, and
let me be your knowledge purveyor of higher order consciousness.
Ask for my free ebooklet Save a Life From Human Domestication
in  30  Minutes.  It  affords  a  practical  understanding  of  modern
economics  in  about  that  much  time.  I  welcome  constructive
feedback, suggestions, and networking! :-)

The gold ribbon represents natural money awareness, and NOT
a gold fiat standard!
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